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ABSTRACT
The navigation of a humanoid robot is essential because it is the basic
requirement of any assigned task. Singly used motion planning
techniques may take a long path to reach the target and increase the
computational cost. Therefore, in this article, a hybrid controller is
employed in the humanoid NAO for motion planning assignment. The
Eagle strategy (ES) with Ant colony optimization (ACO) is introduced in
this article for evaluating precise steering angles for humanoid robots as
they traverse a route from a reference point to a target point. This
enables the robot to achieve its specific target more quickly by avoiding
barriers and obtaining the minimal global direction. The hybridized ESACO approach is critical in determining precise steering angles to
escape obstacles. The details of terrain are obtained using vision and
ultrasonic sensors, which also include the barriers ranges to the ES as an
input variable. The ES's input parameters are the barrier ranges from
the NAO in front, left, and right directions and the technique's output
variable is the precise steering angle. The designed controller is tested
in both a simulation and an experimental setting with a variety of
obstacles. The outcomes of both simulation and experimental conditions
are compared, and a strong correlation is identified in those with the
fewest deviations.
This is an open-access article under the CC–BY-SA license.

1. Introduction
The humanoid NAO with 25 degrees of freedom is created by Aldebaran robotics [1] is used
in the study. Humanoid robots are gaining importance in investigation these days because they
resemble humans and can efficiently operate in factories while minimizing human work. The
humanoid's gesture control approach must be successful. As a result, route planning for
humanoids is a difficult research project for scientists. In this article, an improved Eagle
strategy is employed for trajectory planning research using ACO that takes input data and
outputs a variable to the robot for seamless navigation of a single humanoid in terrain with
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complex obstacles. So many scientists have utilized a variety of optimization strategies [2]
for robot navigation, some of which are described below.
Many algorithms are implemented in mobile robots for path optimization and humanoid
robot for gesture control [3][4][5][6]. Murray and Jennings [7] have proposed a visual guidance
approach for the path planning of a mobile robot in a cluttered environment. The strategy
encompasses the use of a stereo vision-based approach for defining the path of a robot by the
generation of in-depth images of the obstacles and the target. The proposed method proves to
be a suitable alternative to the commonly used infrared and laser sensors. Deepak et al. [8]
have proposed the usage of an adaptive learning strategy during path planning of a mobile
robot. The navigational strategy presented here is the culmination of adaptive control and the
innate immune-based path planner to sketch out an effective path for the robot in unknown
environments. Meyer and Filliat [9] have emphasized the application of path planning
strategies in various discretized and continuous environments via the integration of paths
between the initial and final points. Various adaptive strategies for unknown environments
and their effectiveness are discussed in the paper. Kowdiki et al. [10] have emphasized the path
planning of a series of mobile robots where the leader robot predicts the path via APF
algorithm and the follower bots adapt to the pathway already set by controlling the turning
angle and the separation distance. Zhao [11] has emphasized the modifications of the potential
field functions in the given terrain. The attractive potential function varies according to the
minimum separation between the robot and the obstacle, whereas the repulsive potential
function considers the relative position between the robot and the final target. The approach
proves to be sufficiently efficient in clearing the robot out of the local minima zone. Sfeir et al.
[12] have focused on the implementation of a modified repulsive function in the sample space
to reduce oscillations and maintain the course of the robot collision-free. Further, integration
of the rotational forces on the robot helps in obtaining a smoother turning trajectory.
Choset and Pignon [13] have emphasized a specific cell decomposition strategy with the
primal purpose of coverage of the environment provided to the humanoid robot. The main
objective attained by this algorithm is the generation of an efficient and robust path for the
humanoid to traverse successfully from the initial to the final position. Kavraki et al. [14] have
demonstrated the motion planning of a mobile robot in a static environment using two phases
of algorithm-learning phase and query phase. The learning phase sketches the basic node
connections between various cells to draw an obstacle-free path for the robot, while the query
phase guidelines it to connect the dots between the initial and final positions based on various
parameters. Cargill [15] has presented a complete analysis and check on the robustness and
efficiency of the dining philosophers problem via test cases. On complete examination, the
method proves to be aptly suited for application in synchronization problems with minor
weakness declared. Wedde [16] has demonstrated the solution of the dining philosophers
problem via the usage of loosely coupled systems. The complete demonstration shows the
factors affecting the behavior of the approach in a stepwise manner and the directions
predicted by the approach to move out of a local state.
According to the findings of the literature review, humanoid robot gesture control is
constrained. Various researchers have also implement hybrid controllers
[3][17][18][19][20][21] for navigation of mobile and humanoid robots but are constraint in
numbers. As a result, the present study attempts to create a suitable hybrid ES-ACO
controller for humanoid robot route mapping research. The established controller has
been evaluated with a single humanoid in both a simulation and an experimental situation,
yielding acceptable findings
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2. The Proposed Controller
2.1. Eagle Strategy
The Eagle strategy (ES) has been influenced by an eagle's fodder activity, which flies
randomly as the Levy flights [22]. The flowchart of the ES technique for the route mapping of
the humanoid robot is described in Fig. 1. ES approach has been employed to manage local
hunts for planning assignments using a number of optimization techniques. This is identical
to the arbitrary reset approach of hill climbing, but two distinctions are present. The Eagle
Strategy is a two-stage variability approach for global search and intense local search. The Levy
walks used by the Eagle Strategy approach to further analyze the global quest arena. Eagle
Strategy is built upon Levy flights for the global n -dimensional scan. An active local colony
optimizer (ACO) is employed to identify the possible response for local searches. The ACO
approach can examine locally. With new global quests in the various areas, the hunting
mechanism is repeated. The ES approach included the advantages of the two techniques, PSO
and ABC, as seen as a case study in the experimental field in order to obtain better performance.
The levy flights can be written as

Ld  f  :





    sin  2 1
,

f 1 

f

 f 0  0  , 1    3

(1)

where     represents the standard gamma function and f represents the step length. In
order to make the Levy walks as Cauchy distribution,   2 is employed.
Initialize

Obtain the position of obstacle and goal
Evaluate the paths to reach target and avoid obstacle
Ranks the path based on fitness
Obtain the best path based on position of robot

Movement of all eagle to the target

No

Target reached?
Yes

No

Optimized path achieved?
Yes

Exit

Fig. 1. Flowchart of Eagle strategy for route mapping of humanoid robot
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2.2. Ant Colony Optimization
The flowchart of ACO is portrayed in Fig. 2. In the actual field, it is understood that biological
ants may use swarm knowledge to explore the shortest path to the food source. Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) techniques are designed to imitate actual ate actions in order to include
heuristic optimization strategies. Dorigo [23] has suggested it first in 1992. Biological ants
display complicated social behaviors dependent on the hormones accumulated while looking
for nutrition (called pheromones). Pheromones encourage other ants and describe the
route, which other ants will take to the source of food. More aunts go through the route, and
more pheromones are put, and more ants are likely to go through the route. The shortest route
to food creates the most pheromones since it can be traveled in less time by more ants. This
phenomenon has been first noted in the popular Double Bridge experiment: the ants always
prefer the quickest route after a certain time offered the option between a short route and a
long route to a food supply. The pheromone can also vaporize through a period to avoid the
establishment of a sub-optimal direction (when the solution is at a lower limit), thereby
decreasing the transition to other ants. On the other hand, the pheromone concentrations are
still large on the shortest course since the deposit rate of pheromone is higher than their
evaporation rate in the present scenario.
Start

Input variables (Target and obstacle location)
Design the population of initial ants
Evaluate the fitness of the designed paths
Arrange the paths based on α and β

Modify the pheromone trails

No

Target reached?
Yes

No

Optimized path achieved?
Yes

Exit
Fig. 2. Flowchart of ant colony optimization for navigation of a humanoid robot

Take into account a network in which ants can migrate between locations. The possibility
of an ant a in the node j decides to proceed to another node k with the use of pheromone
concentrations p ajk is presented using by [24] as
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(2)

if k  m aj

The more pheromone in a track, the greater the chance the ant is going to follow the route.
In summarizing the denominator, all options (or adjacent modules) in a set maj are considered
when the ant is in the domain j . Both  ,  and  ajk are typically based on implementation,
where  ajk is a heuristic indication, and the  and  values evaluate the significance of both
heuristic and pheromone factors. When   0 then the possibility affects only on pheromone
amounts, while when   0 the possibility varies only on heuristic properties, that is, the node
nearest to the present node is the most likely to be chosen.
The route's pheromone concentrations (from node I to node ii) will evaporate at a speed of
 (also known as the evaporation speed)

l

jk

 1    l

jk

(3)

where 0    1. After pheromone evaporation, the fresh pheromone concentrations are
modified with the incremental pheromone laid down by the ants), which just passed the route
with the cost C a of ant a :
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2.3. Hybridization of Eagle strategy and Ant colony optimization
Humanoid navigation is a difficult field to study because it necessitates precision and
consistency in a limited amount of time and space. As a result, combining two strategies is often
fascinating. To overcome the drawbacks of standalone approaches, ES is combined with ACO in
this study. First, the ES receives sensory data about obstacle ranges. The ES generates an
interim steering angle dependent on the learning model data given by the user. The ultimate
steering is then produced by ACO. The hybridization system used in the present study is shown
in Fig. 3. The steps describing the hybridization and providing optimum steering angle are:
1. The inbuilt sensors of the humanoid robot obtain the location of the obstacles and
target.
2. It follows a straight-line path to reach the target.
3. As soon the robot detects an obstacle inside its threshold range, the ES gets activated
and gives an intermediate steering angle.
4. This angle is then provided to ACO, which gives another steering angle.
5. If the steering angle obtained in step 4 is optimum, the robot will take a turn-based on
it. Otherwise, this angle is transferred to step 3.
6. The process will continue till the robot obtain an optimum steering angle to avoid
obstacle and reach the target.
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Final
steering angle

Intermediate
steering angle

Ant colony optimization
Fig. 3. Mechanism of hybridization of Eagle strategy and Ant colony optimization

3. Implementation of Proposed Controller in Humanoid NAO
The evolved hybrid ES-ACO method is used to simulate and test the navigation of a single
humanoid NAO in challenging situations. For the simulation process, a 240x160 unit
navigational workspace with complicated static obstacles is created in the Webots simulator.
Fig. 4 depicts the effects of a single humanoid robot simulation. Fig. 5 depicts the experimental
results of single humanoid route planning that is established under controlled circumstances
identical to the simulation model for the operation of established research. Table 1 compares
and presents the simulation and experimental findings in consideration of process length and
process duration. Based on the result obtained through the pictorial and tabular
representation, it is clear that the robot is reaching the target using the proposed controller.
The deviation obtained is under 5%. It demonstrates that the simulation and experiments are
in good agreement, and the simulation results are validated using experimental results.

1

Target

2

Obstacle
NAO
Start
3

4

Fig. 4. Snapshots of navigation of humanoid robot in complex simulated terrain
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Table 1. Analysis of deviation between simulation and experimental results of humanoid robot navigation
Sl. No.

Simulation

Experiment
Time

Deviation (%)
Time

Path span

Time

Path Span

1.

264.7

70.95

276.5

73.57

4.46

3.69

2.

283.7

75.96

293.8

78.82

3.56

3.77

3.

285.8

77.42

299.9

81.18

4.93

4.86

4.

270.5

72.95

283.9

76.16

4.95

4.4

5.

287.7

78.17

296.3

81.85

2.99

4.71

6.

300.9

81.18

312.2

84.91

3.76

4.59

7.

275

74.66

286.2

78.2

4.07

4.74

8.

292.2

79.88

304.6

83.69

4.24

4.77

9.

281.9

76.17

294.9

79.76

4.61

4.71

10.

268.6

72.2

280.5

75.59

4.43

4.7

Avg.

281.1

75.96

292.88

79.38

4.2

4.5

1

Path span

2

Obstacle

Target

NAO

Start
3

4

Fig. 5. Snapshots of navigation of humanoid robot in real complex terrain

4. Conclusion
The recent research develops and implements a hybrid ES-ACO method for seamless route
mapping of single humanoids in complicated terrains. The front, left, and right obstacle ranges
from the NAO are transmitted into the hybrid ES-ACO approach, and the precise steering angle
is gathered as the outcome. The established control system simulation scenarios are
established in Webots to evaluate their efficacy. The findings are evaluated in experimental
environments created under controlled circumstances. The findings in both conditions display
a high degree of consistency with suitable percentage deviations. This analysis can be widely
applied as an artificial intelligence strategy for engineering problem optimization.
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